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About This Game

Follow the daily struggle of Hitoshi, a young medical doctor, who returns to work after a serious accident only to find out that
things are no longer the way they used to be.
Humor, drama and supernatural events ensue.

Oh, and there's also romance in the air...

Get to know your coworkers and solve the dark mystery of Lovefield General!

GAME FEATURES:

male protagonist

5 female love interests

6 different endings

5+ hours of gameplay
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Part of a series, this continuation is on par with the others.
A bit on the simplistic side, with some puzzles thrown in with the usual hidden object games, if you're intermediate and above,
this will be a quick game. It has some extras thrown in... Games to play with your dog if you complete all the puzzles and find
all the little dog metals. Concept art, wall papers, stuff like that.
All in all, it's a nice little addition to the series but not something one would strain their brain on.. really fun have to get used to
it. This DLC is ridiculously intense. I decided to get back into Graviteam Tactics and fired up the German side. My first battle
I'm subjected to 30 minutes of artillery fire just smacking me around while the Soviets slowly march up to my positions in the
thick fog. It only gets better from there!. Alright, let's get reviewing:

Runt of the Litter is a pretty entertaining piece of work. It's a bit too short for my liking, however it's a pretty enjoyable
experience. This game main point is in the fact that you raise a "Runt" in the game and you can customize the breed. Depending
on your personal view and choices you might come to care for the "Runt" (Or not), though personally I become maybe a bit too
attach when I got too absorbed in the game, imagining me as the main character taking care of the "Runt", though not as deep as
the relationship between you and the robot in 'Choice of Robot'. The plotline is not bad and its actually branches off quite well.

Character interaction is pretty good and they have personality (Thank god) that actually affected how they see your actions.
Though their role is pretty limited the game, you can make one romantic/friend interest to be involved more. Nothing really
special there but it's something.

The bad thing about this game is that it's a bit too short for my liking. And depending on yourself and choices you may not even
care about the "Runt" you are taking care of. Aside from the romantic/friend interest the rest of your friends have so little role
it's almost a little sad.

Out of 1 to 10 scale of 1 being so horrible it doesn't work and 10 being so perfect you really REALLY needs to get it, I'll give it
a 7/10 as "Enjoyable to play" or "Not bad".. This game is a fun little puzzle game with a bit of mood setting to it. If you like to
play puzzle games then its for you. It is a side scrolling game and is very easy to navigate controls. Just have to practice and
you'll get the hang of how to do it.. I bought this game as a fun game to stream for Christmas. At first it was cute however the
music gets old very quickly, the controls are clunky and the sound affects horrible. You can't mute just the music which is
annoying, I ended up finishing the last part of the game with no sound. When you do finish the game there is no credits, just a
black screen with snow flakes. I would not reccomend this game, I do not feel that it was worth the dollar I spent.. 10/10 tottaly
worth it.. Sheathing the sword is the only enjoyable part of this game.

Enemies are boring to fight and put up little resistance. The Super Moves are only fun for the first few times you use them as
there are only 2. You also get the super moves far too often so you can just spam them and finish the fight in what feels like
seconds. There is also 0 tactile feedback when you slice at enemy.

The running is okay however i could do with some adjusting. i dont like that you sprint into walls to climb them because it
means that youre staring at a really bad texture until you reach the top.

The boss battle is one of the most boring things ive ever done in VR. For some reason they stick you in a tiny arena with him so
you have barely any space to move without bumping into a wall. I had to quit half way through it as i completely lost interest in
where the game was going.

Hopefully the game improves dramatically in future updates cause this games is definetely not worth the \u00a315\/$20 people
have paid.. this is the worst game I have seen.... Do not buy or play it!!!!. This soundtrack wouldn't be out of place in an epic
action flick.
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Really cool. Smaller map that requires a more focused approach.. The game is too hard :( You always need to remember when
to jump, mainly because of the big hurtbox of Mike. This game is for children, I'm sure if I was a kid I'd like the game, maybe...
But I'm not. This game is hardly a puzzle game and it's definatly not worth $5, I'm just glad I got it in the Humble Bundle and I
didn't pay full price. The story is uninteresting and boring, puzzles are either way too easy or head-bashingly frivolous and have
no logic, the quality of the graphics are god-aweful and inconsistant(Why are the robots like 16bit sprites and the rest of the
game looks like a drawn cartoon world?). The game is amazingly short, I beat it within less than an hour, I've played free flash
games long than this game. Maybe I'm being too harsh, but I strongly recommend against buying this game.. Being quite a big
Disney Fairies fan over the years, I quickly bought this upon its arrival on Steam. Are my experiences with it enough to
recommend it?

It plays a lot like the DS games based on the Tinker Bell movies. Manouvre around a 2D map of small locations, collect things,
talk to people, and play some minigames. The flight mechanisms feel wonderful to fly around with. Most of the scenery looks
nice. But the story mode, which is the only mode that feels like a proper mode, feels like a collect-a-thon in almost every level.
To fulfill deliveries, or to begin with equipment repairs, you need to find specific items scattered around.

And those are for the very most part flower seeds, other seeds, and berries, scattered around on specific (or sometimes random)
screens; except for a few items that can be only gathered through minigames. But collecting items is what virtually every level of
the game is about, in their essence. Each level takes place during a season of the year, or rather, in-between when they change
the seasons on Earth a few times a year. Though, each season-themed level only really consists of one task that needs to be done,
before they pretty quickly skip forward to the next season. Thankfully, there are still more than just 4 levels in the game.

I do like calm games. I do like games where I can just play around. This game completes that task, although it had big problems
keeping my attention after a while, due to the repetitive feeling I got from most of the game. New areas are continuously
discovered during gameplay, but the map screens aren't all that much bigger than they were in the DS games, where they were
really tiny.

The graphics deserve a paragraph by themselves. For everything in the world, you will want to click the High Quality button in
the settings, and not even then does it really reach even 720p (My bet is more on 1024x600, but my eyes could in theory have
deceived me). The intro sequence's use of very low-quality footage from Tinker Bell 1 is also a bit of an oddity to behold.

Canonwise, despite the thumbnail's use of Lost Treasure clothing and scenery, the game goes better along with Tinker Bell 1,
from which many in-game locations and some characters hail from.

I have been uncertain as to whether to give this Thumbs Up or Thumbs Down. It has given me a Disney Fairies non-DS game at
long last, but the long-term gameplay, and the graphical quality (which for one time's sake actually is complainable about), does
not deliver. At \u20ac17 at the time of purchase, I felt like I had overpayed even when I did like the feel of the game. If it ever
gets somewhere below \u20ac12 (the further down, the better) and you're a very long-term Disney Fairies fan, then it could
qualify as "More content. Yay!". But I have to stoop down against one of the franchises in my life that has meant the most to
me, and say Thumbs Down.. Tried to control myself from buying those pointless 'point n click' hidden object games but
somehow caved in and bought it when it was on sale.

Played this with my children and they absolutely loved this genre and found the story quite interesting!

Did not regret buying this and it prompted me to buy other similar games.. TL;DReview: Definitely the bad apple in the
Pixel Puzzle bunch.

Bugs: Crashes on exit; No save date lost. Puzzle alignment is off.

Achievements: 100% completion possible by solving all puzzles without using any power-ups (and using them to launch
the rockets instead).

Final Verdict: 3\/10

The designs are a bit uninspired, the NASA logos are blurred out, and the jigsaw alignment is slightly off to the topright
which can cause some annoyances when trying to place side and corner pieces. The difficulty is easy for all puzzles but takes
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a steep jump up at the final puzzle.. At present, this is far, far too buggy to be a good game.. A future intelligence with no
concept of what a human being is finds a dead astronaut and proceeds to reconstruct his memories to try and understand
what he is and what happened: this translates into a game where you control two beams of light and collect memories
accompanied by high tempo music and beautiful sights.
Laserlife is part rhythm game part trippy experience and, while brief, its fun gameplay, great music and dreamlike imagery
make it an hidden gem.

PROS:

-good graphics, the various images appearing during levels are nicely done and in sync with the music

-great soundtrack, good sound design

-the gameplay is simple but quite fun and slowly ramps up in speed and difficulty

-tight and responsive controls

-different difficulty levels make the game as relaxing or as challenging as you want

-slowly uncovering memories is nice, while there's no real story discovering the astronaut's life and what happened on his last
trip was intriguing

-leaderboards for each game level and difficulty setting for those so inclined

CONS:

-a few sections get a bit too crowded on the background, making memory pieces hard to see

-a slight framerate drop at the end of some levels ( no impact on gameplay, but was a bit annoying)

-short, it'll take you 1,5/2 hours to finish and, unless you want to go for an high score on certain levels, there's no replay
value

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=547429090

I really liked Laserlife, the gameplay is fun and keeps you on your toes, the levels sport nice and trippy graphics, the
soundtrack alternates between high tempo and slower tracks to mix things up a bit and the various memories were interesting
enough to keep going for more.

It's a bit of a shame that it's so short, the 12 levels go by quickly (in fact the devs recommend playing through the game in
one sitting) and once you're done there's not much else to do, they'd also have done a bit more with the story rather than just
giving us bits and pieces of memories.

All things considered if you're a fan of the genre or just want something different Laserlife is an easy recommendation, just
avoid getting it for full price since I feel it's too much for the amount of gameplay you get: thankfully it goes as low as 5$
when on sale.. The game is pretty cute and fun. Saddly after playing around with it nothing much unless you get into the nitty
gritty of the game files. If you look around for a bit in the files you can find a developer menu that allows you to play
around with the game alittle more than usual. Had fun with it for awhile but after about an hour gets alittle boring. if you
have nothing to do fun but try to only play for about 5 minutes a day.
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